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Webinar – Managing 
Models in Uncertain Times

Q: How can you expect to successfully refit a model shortly after drastic changes in the statistics? There won't be 
much data and it may be non-stationary?

Q: Is your platform just building and monitoring ML models, or also doing data curation and feature engineering?

A: There are techniques that work in these cases which we cover in several of the other webinars. If it's a time 
series problem, just shorten your forecast distance--going from 28 days to 2 days lets you use a lot of less data.

Q: Are you able to automate the continual updating of training data to ensure model accuracy?

A: You can create scripts that regularly load new data, and build new models that replace the older models in 
production. DataRobot has version control for models to keep an audit trail of updates.

Q: Are these deviations automatically measured by DataRobot?

A: DataRobot can automatically track changes, including deviations, to the data or target distribution.

Q: How are drift and accuracy different?

A: Drift measures how the distributions change over time, while accuracy measures the difference between the 
predicted and the actual values. To get accuracy, you need to know if your final prediction was correct; this can 
take some time.

A: DataRobot has a curation system with the AI Catalog and also automatically engineers features. DataRobot 
provides a complete solution from data to model to deployment and now monitoring/governance with MLOps.
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Q: What about the Feature Store (Feature management) ?

Q: For the actual prediction, is it always depending on the manual feedback or is there a scientific way to figure out 
how accurate the prediction is?

A: Feature store/management is often a part of a data science process that holds all the engineered features.  
These are usually inputs to the models. MLOps could measure data drift of a feature store as well.

A: To get the actual prediction, it's best to wait to get the actual value.  If it takes too long, there are 
ways to use proxies, but they can be problematic.




